Looking for innovative, cost-effective, and utterly practical ideas for improving fleet maintenance, safety, and your bottom line?

Start here...

For over half a decade, thousands of fleet managers nationwide have benefited from a unique resource for increasing productivity, reducing maintenance costs and downtime, and maximizing fleet safety: Unique Truck Equipment, Inc.

Unique Truck Equipment is an extraordinarily convenient resource for truck safety and maintenance products offering you a combination of benefits that local suppliers cannot duplicate.

Including:

1. FREE Subscription to our Unique Truck Buyer’s Guide. Our research staff continually evaluates the latest safety and maintenance products from hundreds of manufacturers. Those that meet our criteria for innovation, quality, efficiency, and cost-effectiveness are highlighted in our popular Unique Truck Safety and Maintenance Products Buyer’s Guide (a copy of which you now hold in your hands). All Unique Truck customers get a free subscription to this informative quarterly buyer’s manual. Now you can, too (see p. 23).

2. Guaranteed competitive pricing. We don’t charge a cent for our premium service. In fact, our pricing is guaranteed: If you ever find one of our products advertised at a lower price, we’ll match it for up to 30 days after your purchase. That way, you always get a competitive price on every product you buy from us. Guaranteed.

3. Special discounts. Our suppliers periodically offer special deals to us, which we pass on to you in the form of unadvertised discounts and specials. Frequent Buyer and Volume Discount programs are also available. Please inquire at 800-777-4855.


5. Single-source convenience. The Buyer’s Guide showcases our newest and latest offering. But its pages contain only a fraction of what we sell. Call Unique Truck for all your safety and maintenance products needs. We sell over 70,000 products from 275 manufacturers.

6. Friendly, knowledgeable, courteous staff. Our sales and support staff knows the equipment we sell inside and out – and can help you select the right tool or product for your particular application. Our expert guidance helps ensure that the products we ship to you meet your needs right out of the box.

7. Guaranteed customer satisfaction. You are the final judge of whether our maintenance and safety products meet your needs. If you are dissatisfied with any purchase, simply return it within 30 days for a full and prompt refund.

Dear Fleet Maintenance Manager:

I admit it: I’m fascinated by neat stuff for trucks. That’s why, 5 years ago, I started publishing the Unique Truck Safety and Maintenance Products Buyer’s Guide.

Now I have the most rewarding job in the world: to find – and bring to you – the best in fleet safety and maintenance tools and equipment. Products that maximize your mechanic and driver productivity, enhance safety, keep your trucks on the road and out of the shop, and help you get the most mileage out of your fleet investment.

Notice I call the big brochure you’re holding in your hands a Buyer’s Guide instead of a catalog. “Catalog” implies you can only buy the items shown. Our Buyer’s Guide, by comparison, is merely a starting point in meeting your fleet management needs. In reality, Unique Truck Equipment is your convenient and reliable single source for virtually any truck safety or maintenance need – we source 70,000 products from hundreds of top manufacturers.

So if you – like me – are fascinated by neat stuff for trucks, enjoy this guide. If you find what you need in these pages, why not favor us with an order? Or, for a faster solution to your safety or maintenance problem, call Unique Truck toll-free at 1-800-777-4855 today for expert recommendations, free product searches, and no-obligation price quotes. You’ll be glad you did.

Sincerely,

Dick Stillwell, President
Unique Truck Equipment, Inc.

P.S. If you’re not buying anything from us today but still want to get the Unique Truck Safety and Maintenance Products Buyer’s Guide – the big brochure of “neat stuff for trucks” – just check the appropriate box on the reply form (p.23) and fax or mail it to us today.

1-800-777-4855

UNIQUE
Truck Equipment, Inc.
Spill-free oil changes — at operating temperatures!

**QUICK CHANGER™ ENGINE OIL DRAIN SYSTEM**

Changing your oil can be a messy, time-consuming task. Waiting for the engine to cool wastes valuable shop time. Spilled hot oil makes a mess — and, it can burn!

**Now convert every vehicle into a Quick-Changer vehicle.**

Now you can eliminate these hassles...by replacing your standard oil drain plugs with the innovative Quick Changer™ oil-drain system. It takes only a few minutes, with no special tools required.

Once you’ve installed the Quick Changer oil drain valve, you can quickly and easily drain the oil at any time, even when the engine is hot. Actually, draining the oil at high temperatures results in a cleaner flush, since the larger dirt particles drain out with the oil.

**No more stripped-out oil pans.**

Just connect the drain hose to the Quick-Changer valve, which opens automatically. When finished, disconnect the hose. The valve shuts automatically and cleanly. No more mess. No more spilled oil.

Best of all, by eliminating conventional drain plugs, the Quick Changer system prevents oil-pan threads from being stripped. Your oil pans last longer, saving you money.

The valve doesn’t extend beyond the threaded portion of the drain hole, permitting the oil to drain completely. This prevents sediment and sludge from collecting in the engine.

Want to increase productivity and profitability even more? Connect the Quick-Changer system to our Enviro-Pump (p. 33) to drain up to 12 quarts in less than a minute.

**Just look at these Quick-Changer advantages.**

✓ Eliminates stripped threads and frozen drain plugs
✓ Is fully leak-proof – unique design prevents accidental valve openings
✓ Draws oil samples quickly and easily, with full control over oil flow
✓ Valve and drain assembly fabricated in corrosion-resistant brass
✓ Available in metric and U.S. sizes to fit all engines
✓ Safe, clean, environmentally friendly operation
✓ Meets rigorous independent test lab standards
✓ Drains oil faster than conventional drain plugs

**QUICK CHANGER ENGINE OIL DRAIN SYSTEM**

(S&H $5.00) Part # Sec Below!

List Price: $29.95

**SPECIAL OFFER!**

10 Or More Quick Changers

$27.95 ea.

**MORE THAN 3 MILLION SOLD!**

**SOME COMMON ENGINES LISTED BELOW**

If you don’t see your engine listed, you must send us your vehicle year, make, model & engine size with your order.

(One valve required per engine.)

[A CAT C10, C12, 3406B, 3406, 3176 Part #7111]

[A CUMMINS L10, M11, N14 Part #71110]

[A DETROIT DIESEL SERIES 60 Part #71104]

[A IH/C/NAVISTAR DT 466 Part #71107]

[A IH/C/NAVISTAR DT 466 (later than 94/95) Part #71320]

[A CUMMINS 600 "SIGNATURE" SERIES Part #71117]

Note: Some special plugs slightly higher.

**DRAIN HOSE ASSEMBLY**

(S&H $5.00)

(Included with Enviro-Pump listed on page 33.)

* Regardless of your engine make-up, a maximum of 2 drain assemblies are all that’s requested no matter how many engines you have — 2 to 2,000!*

Works even faster with Enviro-Pump!

To Order, Call 1-800-777-4855 or fax (616) 245-4918